
FOOD-GRADE LUBRICANTS

SOLVENTS AND CLEANERS

NON-AEROSOL ALTERNATIVES

INDUSTRIAL LUBRICANTS

FLEET AND MATERIAL HANDLING

Peel-Off Degreaser JAX211
A non-chlorinated degreaser that is more 
compatible with a greater number of metals, 
plastics and elastomers. NSF K1.

Stainless Steel Cleaner &  JAX123
Polish
Polishes, cleans and shines any high-luster 
surface without film or oily residue. NSF A7.

Electrical Contact Cleaner JAX124
Non-Flammable
Uses include cleaning oil, dust, dirt or varnish 
from all electrical and electronic components. 
NSF K2.

INDUSTRIAL FORMULATIONS:
•America’s Finest Penetrating Oil
•Chain Drive Pin and Bushing Lube
•Heavy-Duty Chain and Cable Lubricant
•Belt Dressing
•Peel-Off Degreaser
•Tool Life Cutting Fluid (dripper or trigger spray)
•Heavy-Duty Silicone
•Pyro-Kote 220 

FOOD-GRADE FORMULATIONS:
•Dry-Glide Silicone
•Food Grade Penetrating Oil
•Magna-Plate 86
•Magna-Plate 78
•Green-Clean Cleaner/Degreaser
•Food-Grade Mold Release
•Stainless Steel Cleaner & Polish
•DC Conveyor Release WB
•Magna-Plate 74 (dripper bottle only)
•Proofer Chain Oil
•PürGel Klear

High-Tech Cleaner/Degreaser JAX111
For electrical motor and contact cleaning, 
degreasing industrial equipment, disc brake 
cleaning and surface prep prior to coating or 
painting. NSF K2.

Green-Clean Cleaner/ 00122
Degreaser 
A non-toxic, biodegradable, environmentally-
friendly waterbased concentrate which can be 
diluted as needed. NSF A1.

Power-Pen JAX100
A high-performance penetrating lubricant with 
Teflon® that is environmentally friendly and 
contains no chlorinated solvents. NSF H2.

America’s Finest  JAX101 
Penetrating Oil
Formulated to penetrate and loosen nuts and 
hinges more quickly, this product is effective on 
hot surfaces.  NSF H2.

Chain Drive Pin & JAX102
Bushing Lube
A clean, amber penetrating lubricant that soaks 
deep into the inner strands of cables and the 
intricate pins of industrial chains. Has gentle 
foaming action and cling. NSF H2.

Tool Life Cutting Fluid JAX117
A general purpose tapping, reaming and 
machining fluid that cools and extends tool life.

Gear-Guard Synthetic JAX105
Ultimate performance in severe applications, 
with a wide temperature range to handle tough 
environments. Provides exceptional water 
resistance, film adhesion and wear protection.  
Base and fluid are inorganic synthetics. NSF H2.

Belt Dressing JAX107
Contains no resin or asphalts; will absolutely 
not collect dirt or abrasive materials. Increases 
belt life and power output and reduces belt slip. 

Protecto-Lube JAX112
A dry-film moly spray for long-term lubrication 
and rust-proofing. An excellent anti-seize 
compound and rust preventative. NSF H2.

Heavy-Duty Silicone Spray JAX118
High-performance silicone fluid. Low odor, non-
staining; great for assembly lines where unlike 
surfaces need to slide.

Pyro-Kote 220 JAX141
This high-temp oven chain lube has a fully 
synthetic formulation.  It boasts a flash point 
of over 600°F and yet burns extremely clean, 
leaving no residue or ash due to its low 
volatility chemistry.

Battery Saver JAX103
Breaks down corrosion and rust on cables, 
terminals and battery surfaces for complete 
maintenance of all batteries.

Heavy-Duty Chain & JAX104
Cable Lubricant
Heavy grease base with two types of dry-
film lubricants (graphite and moly) provide 
exceptional antiwear performance. Excellent 
penetrating action. NSF H2

Lift Truck & Sliding JAX106
Tandem Lube
Provides a tenacious film of lubricant to all 
sliding metal surfaces. Use on fork lifts and 
sliding tandems. Will not drip! NSF H2.

High-Tech Cleaner/ JAX111
Degreaser 
An extremely effective blend of high-tech 
chlorinated solvents. Use for electrical motor 
and contact cleaning, degreasing industrial 
equipment, disc brake cleaning and surface 
prep prior to coating or painting. NSF K2.

Jet Fire Starting Ether JAX115
Compared to low-cost retail brands of starting 
fluid, we pack 85% ether in our can to ensure 
quick starts down to -65°F.

Food Grade JAX109
Penetrating Oil
A food-grade, high-performance penetrating oil 
and excellent spray-down oil that helps 
eliminate flash rust after pressure washing or 
steam cleaning. Contains Micronox®. NSF H1.

Magna-Plate 78 JAX114
Provides the ultimate protection for operational 
and mechanical equipment in a food-
processing environment. Contains Micronox®. 
NSF H1.

Magna-Plate 86 JAX110
A 100% synthetic antiwear lubricant for use 
where extreme temperatures are a factor.  
Contains Micronox®. NSF H1.

T-Oil  JAX139
A food plant machinery coat for use after 
power washing production equipment or as a 
light lubricant. NSF 3H.

Dry-Glide                    JAX108, 208
Dry-Glide WB
With up to five times more dry friction 
reduction over average sprays, Dry-Glide can 
be used anywhere that friction needs to be 
eliminated. Contains Micronox®. NSF H1.

BDF Cling-Lube JAX214
Specially formulated and tested for use on 
overhead applications in federally-inspected 
meat and poultry plants where dripping oil 
poses a problem. Contains Micronox®. NSF H1.

PürGel Klear JAX140
Will resist or retain moisture and create a seal.  
For use on valves, rings, seals and gaskets.  
Available in aerosol or grease tubes. Pure, clean 
petrolatum. NSF 3H.

Halo-Guard® FG-2 JAX213
A true high-performance, food-grade grease for 
heavily-loaded applications. Available in aerosol 
and grease tubes. Contains Micronox®. NSF H1.

Food-Grade Mold Release  JAX133
For use in the manufacturing of cheese, candy, 
bakery, cooked protein products and meat 
packaging. NSF 3H.

Magna-Plate 74  00740
Air Tool/Air Line Oil
For use in food-contact environments on 
knives, saws, stunning guns, air tools. Contains 
Micronox®. NSF H1.

DC Conveyor Release WB 00238
RTU DC Conveyor Release 00338
A release spray for wire or slat belts. Exhibits 
excellent dilution stability in both hard and soft 
water. JAX RTU DC Conveyor Release is a ready-
to-use pre-diluted version of DC Conveyor 
Release WB. NSF 3H

Food-Grade Anti-Seize JAX134
Prevents galling seizure, corrosion, wear and 
friction on fasteners, threads and joints. 
NSF H1.

Synclear JAX144
A high-temperature synthetic grease. Use on 
rolling elements, plain bearings and joints and 
linkage areas.

Tef-Stef Dry Film Lubricant JAX145
For applications that require a clean, dry 
non-silicone-based lubricant that will not 
attract particulates.

JAX Trigger Spray products are packaged in cases 
of twelve 16 fluid oz. recyclable bottles and four 
reusable trigger sprayers.  Additional trigger 
sprayers are available.

Non-Chlorinated Brake  JAX229
Parts Cleaner
Effective at removing brake fluid, grease, oil, 
road grime and other contaminants. California 
low VOC compliant. 

Snow Plow Grease JAX120 
For use on municipal snow plowing equipment 
for the wing posts & husting hitches.  Use on 
any metal-to-metal application that requires 
adherence. Also effective in water parks for 
“wet” mechanicals.

WLTB  JAX143
(White Lift Truck & Boom)
For forklifts that operate in food, beverage 
or pharmaceutical processing areas. Use on 
telescoping boom cranes where white is right.


